Frank Mills Entertainment some of the most entertaining Podcasts available today. These shows include the
Frank Mills Show, Frank Mills “Strictly Business”, Frank Mills Football and Reality Fitness with more being
added very soon. These shows can be heard on iHeart Radio, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts, Spotify,
YouTube along with most of the popular podcast apps and internet radio stations. Frank Mills Entertainment
offers Podcast Branding, Marketing, Promotion and offers options to be a part of the Frank Mills Entertainment
Family. Contact Frank today if you are interested in these services.

FRANK MILLS
Frank Mills is a professional Podcast Host, Voice Over Talent and Talk Radio Host. Frank enjoys
talking sports and working with businesses to help promote their Unique products and
services. Frank believes in paying it forward. Frank is conversational, unique, friendly and
realistic. Frank has a different take on things, an opinion that is strongly based on facts and
sometimes a gut feeling. He has strong character and is honest. Frank enjoys people that are
positive and have overcome adversity. They work hard and have a never quit attitude.

Frank Mills Show covers trending political news and
offers analysis, opinion, interviews and more on
trending topics.All opinions and topics are on the table
on this show and will focus on the facts.This podcast is
straight and to the point. Frank focuses on the facts and
tell it like it is. If you have a Conservative, Republican or
Independent view this show is for you..

Business Podcast focused on educating the listener
about business owners, services and products offered.
There are several businesses offering unique, one of a
kind products. I offer helpful information about job
search, interviewing, how to work with the staffing
industry and focus on character, integrity and
honesty.

This is a Fitness Podcast like no other. My Co-Host
Arman Eckelbarger and I talk and educate our audience
with the facts about Fitness, Health, Wellness and
Nutrition. We even cover Hormones and how they
affect your body, how you feel and your overall health.
This is a must listen Podcast for people focused on
fitness.

Football Talk Podcast covering All Football All The
Time with football topics, news, fantasy analysis and
opinions. The show is focused on NFL Football,
Fantasy Football, XFL Football, NCAA Football. We
dive deep on stats, players, draft order and rankings
we have it all, but we tell it like it is.

WHY SHOULD YOU BE A GUEST OR ADVERTISE WITH FRANK MILLS ENTERTAINMENT?
EXPOSURE

FUNNELED MESSAGING

The exposure of Podcasts is absolutely amazing. How
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customer base? Are you truly targeting an audience
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perfect way to drive your business.

LONG TERM ADVERTISING
You should choose a show that fits your business
model . There is a Podcast for everyone and once
shows are loaded and posted online, they are there
forever. Do your homework, you will find thousands of
podcast episodes that get played over and over again.
If you are invited to podcast as a guest, your message
could be heard over and over again. If all of this is not
worth your advertising dollars spent, then what is?

BUSINESS CONFIDENCE
Podcasts are terrific for delivering messages. The
audience is engaged as the topic or show is their
choice, so most likely the listeners will to listen to
every word. This makes them an amazing audience
for guests & advertisers who are trying to brand their
business. Take the opportunity to be a guest on a
Podcast. You will feel good, you have the option to
share it, market your business & feel good about it.

FRANK MILLS SHOWS AVAILABILITY

FRANK MILLS ENTERTAINMENT GROWING STATISTICS
PODCAST VISITORS

LIVE HITS

LISTENERS

DOWNLOADS

96306

364308

78064

35321

FRANK MILLS SHOW SOCIAL MEDIA STATS
24,000 PLUS AND GROWING!
TEBOW GROUP

RECOGNIZED GUESTS

BRIAN TYMS
NFL WIDE RECEIVER
SUPERBOWL AND
GREY CUP CHAMPION

REID WILSON
NASCAR DRIVER
GANDER OUTDOORS
TRUCK SERIES

ARIELLE GIORDANO
AUTHOR,
TRANSFORMATIONAL
LIFE COACH

RYAN VARGAS
19 YEAR OLD
NASCAR DRIVER
XFINITY SERIES

WILLIE LANIER
HOF LINEBACKER
KANSAS CITY
CHIEFS

ARMAN
ECKELBARGER
ELITEEXECMETHOD
& BODYBUILDER

STEVE GROGAN
NFL QUARTERBACK
NEW ENGLAND
PATRIOTS

KEN RYAN
MLB PITCHER
BOSTON RED SOX
AND PHILLIES

RAY SHIPMAN
NFL LINEBACKER
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS

STEVEN ROBERT
ALEXANDER
AUTHOR, ACTOR,
DIRECTOR

REX HUDLER
MLB PLAYER
& BROADCASTER

MARK VAN EEGHAN
OAKLAND RAIDERS
RUNNING BACK

DARLA HALL
OWNER, IN THE
SPORTSZONE
AUTHOR/ SPEAKER

JARROD BUNCH
NFL PLAYER
NEW YORK GIANTS
RAIDERS, ACTOR

JARVIS GREEN
DEFENSIVE END
NEW ENGLAND
PATRIOTS

TESTIMONIALS
I have done several podcasts with Frank Mills (Strictly Business & Reality Fitness) and I am very
impressed on how great a job he does to prepare and make sure that only good content is covered so that
more people can benefit from it. I just think he is creating a tremendous value for people to keep them
informed with his different podcasts series. Highly recommend working with him.
▬ Arman Eckelbarger Owner of Elite Exec Method and Minority Owner of NSP Nutrition.

"Frank Mills provided two incredible customized commercials for my business, as well as, interviewed
me for his business podcast which I've been able to use on social media to promote my business. I highly
recommend Frank to anyone who wants an innovative way to highlight their company. He's easy to work
with and can edit you to sound good, even if you stumble in the podcast interview. I'd definitely give him
a call if you are looking for a new way to effectively market your business.
▬ Deb Kelley The WriteOne Creative Services

Podcasts have become almost generic - unless you're referring to Frank Mills'. Listen to Frank's two
podcasts and you'll hear interesting guests with a wide appeal. If your interests are business or sports,
tune into the Frank Mills podcasts. You'll be glad you did!
▬ Mario L Castellanos = Once Upon a Crime

I've been fortunate enough to be a guest on The Frank Mills Show on several occasions so far in 2019 and
have thoroughly enjoyed myself every time. Frank has a knack for radio broadcasting, is an excellent
host, and is an absolute pleasure to interact with. I always look forward to calling in and shooting the
breeze with him about any and all things wrestling. The Frank Mills Show is a must-listen for all the
unique guests he has on and the years of knowledge and experience he brings to the table."
▬ Graham Mirmina WWE Featured Columnist at Bleacher Report & Fansided .com

CONTACT INFORMATION
FACEBOOK.COM/FRANKMILLSSHOW

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/FRANKMILLSENTMT

@FRANKMILLSSHOW

FRANKMILLSENTERTAINMENT.COM

FRANKMILLSSHOW

SHOW:

TALK@FRANKMILLSENTERTAINMENT.COM

FRANKMILLSSHOW.TUMBLR.COM

INFO:

TALK@FRANKMILLSENTERTAINMENT.COM

ADVERTISING OPTIONS

